


Understand the Role of an Art Director

A �lm is all about its visuals, and the importance of a good art 

director cannot be stressed enough. �e art director carefully 

designs each and every frame of the �lm, enhancing the visual 

as well as the overall appeal of it. Consequently, an art 

director’s touch is present in every frame of the �lm. 





Learn about the Diferent Aspects of Art 
Direction

Our course in art direction introduces aspiring art directors to 

the di�erent aspects of art direction. �is includes 

understanding the art departments in �lm sets, surveying �lm 

set locations, creating models and samples, drawing 

architectural plans for sets, designing and conducting research. 

Most importantly, the course also guides students on how to 

discover and tap the talent present around them, encouraging 

them to work as a team and draw inspiration and ideas from 

each other, collectively creating stunning visuals and designs.



Get Exposed to the Overall Process of 
Filmmaking

�e school is also of the �rm belief that understanding the 

requirements of the visuals in a �lm is of paramount 

importance. In addition to this, students also require a basic 

understanding of the other aspects of �lm production such as 

cinematography and direction. We provide students with the 

opportunity to attend additional classes to understand their line 

Students who complete the course will be recognized as 

Rocheston Certi�ed Professionals in Art Direction, adding value 

to the skills they already possess and enabling them to be 

instantly absorbed into the industry to work as art directors and 

production designers for various projects.



Rocheston Accreditation Institute, New 
York

Distinguished Magazine

Rocheston is a professional membership based organization. 

�e Rocheston Accreditation Institute, or RAI, provides 

training, networking, standards compliance and other 

resources for organizations and individuals, to improve their 

organization business practices by de�ning and implementing 

innovative accredited compliance program. Rocheston 

produces proprietary patent pending customer happiness

metrics known as ‘Nebula Metrics' that measures customer 

satisfaction.

Distinguished is Rocheston’s premier Lifestyle & Art Co�ee 

Table Magazine for the connoisseur, that has been evolved in 

pursuit of beauty in design, photography, art, architecture, 

travel, literature, food & beverage, fashion, movies, and so on.



Distinguished Awards

Distinguished Film Festival

�e Distinguished honor is given in recognition of excellence 

in the �eld of arts and science such. Engineers, restaurants, 

lawyers, CEOs, doctors, companies and eminent personalities 

are awarded with the honor.

�e Rocheston Distinguished Film Festival (RDFF) is an 

international �lm festival that awards �lms all over the world 

in multiple languages. RDFF previews and awards �lms that 

are exceptional, unique and impactful. RDFF will showcase the 

best of �lms in several genres including Commercial Films, Art 

Films, Independent Films, Documentary Films, Short Films, 

Animation Films and Musicals.




